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This dissertation focus on Tang Dezong, discusses his reform to resolve the 
impending crisis faced him: recocovery of central authority, and evaluates his 
historical status and contribution. The dissertation mainly includes seven parts. 
Firstly, it analyzes and summarizes the reaserch situation, points out the reaserch 
direction. 
Secondly, it explores impending crisis faced Dezong at the beginning of his reign: 
the autonomous provinces, uncertain financial base, and the structure of power under 
the complex circumstances. 
Thirdly, it compares Dezong’s policies on the provinces in different periods , 
discusses his attempt to reassert central control and the results. The first phase of the 
conflict went successfully for the court. Afater the rebellion in Jingyuan, Dezong  
took a more cautions policy on the autonomous provinces. During Dezong’s reign, 
conditions in the empire at large had become relatively stable. 
Fourthly, it expounds the new tax system reform and the new financial system, 
they were the most significant change brought about in this period. 
Fifthly, it evaluates the new structure of power and potins out Dezong had mad 
some success in serch for adapting the political and economic structure of the central 
government to the radically different post-rebellion conditions.  
Sixthly, it evaluates the ability of Dezong’s crisis management, and analyzes 
Dezong’s  personality and  character flaws, and its efforts on Dezong’s reign. 
At last, the dissertation summarizes the impending crisis faced Dezong and 
Dezong’s efforts to solve these problems, assesses Dezong’s reform achievement. 
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